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ABSTRACT
Telepresence means business people can make deals in other countries, doctors can give remote medical advice, and soldiers can rescue someone from thousands of miles away. When interaction is mediated, people are removed from and lack context about the person they are making decisions about. In this paper, we explore the impact of technological mediation on risk and dehumanization in decision-making. We conducted a laboratory experiment involving medical treatment decisions. The results suggest that technological mediation influences decision making, but its influence depends on an individual’s self-construal: participants who saw themselves as defined through their relationships (interdependent self-construal) recommended riskier and more painful treatments in video conferencing than when face-to-face. We discuss implications of our results for theory and future research.
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INTRODUCTION
In many domains, people now use technology to work with remote others and make decisions about remote people or events. Physicians use telepresence systems to diagnose patients 3,000 miles away from their office [36]; soldiers use drones to rescue victims [67]; managers oversee remote workplaces using mobile telepresence robots [44]; surgeons use robotic surgical tools to operate on remote patients [36]; and a suite of experts provide advice to their clients over video [33]. How does technological mediation influence perceptions of, and decision-making about a remote target?

Are people risk-seeking and more dehumanizing at a distance? Are certain people more risk seeking and dehumanizing at a distance than others?

While telepresence technologies support sharing and collaboration across geographical and temporal boundaries, decision makers are now decontextualized from their decision targets. Research in social psychology and decision science suggests that this mediation and decontextualization could create distance in how decision makers construe, feel toward, and engage with remote people and events [45]. This perceived distance may be exacerbated by intrinsic differences among cultural dimensions, such as styles of self-construal [10] as previous work has shown that culture changes the nature of mediated communication [68, 77]. The change in perceived distance should ultimately impact the quality of the decision outcomes, yet their impacts are largely unknown.

Some researchers have begun to raise such concerns about the effects of mediation in areas as diverse as humanitarian work [21], medicine [30], and drone warfare [65]. Despite this attention, mediated and decontextualized decision-making on a remote decision target has not been a focus of previous studies in computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW), computer-mediated communication (CMC), and telepresence.

Research on CSCW and CMC has investigated the impact of mediating technologies on collaboration: interpersonal communication [40], impression formation [23, 72, 55], collaborative group decision-making [39, 49], collaborative work [52], knowledge sharing [15], distributed team collaboration [56] and awareness [18, 29], physical collaboration [24], and trust [8]. Research on telepresence has explored ways to measure [79] and improve [51] social presence of a remote person or situation, and improve teleoperators’ navigation and control of the telepresence systems [61]. However, to our knowledge, little research has looked at how the quality of decisions about a remote person or event change through mediating technologies, with the exception of a study on job interviews and the hiring decision [70].

Our research takes a first step towards systematically understanding the impact of mediating technology on decision-making about remote decision targets. Although...
there is a wide range of possible remote decision tasks and there are many types of decisions that can be made through mediating technology, we first focus on risk and dehumanization in medical decision-making. The area of medical decision-making is especially relevant as it is one of the most prominent areas where mediating technologies are starting to be implemented and used widely [36]. Additionally, medical decision tasks are often used to test the decision-making behaviors of both everyday people and medical experts [62]. We conducted a laboratory experiment where a participant made treatment recommendations to another participant (a confederate), either face-to-face or through video conferencing. We examined the influence of mediation on risk and dehumanization in the decisions made.

In this paper, we make three contributions. First, we offer a theoretical framework explaining how technological mediation may influence decision-making. Our framework draws from the social psychology, decision science, CSCW, and CMC literature. Second, we experimentally demonstrate that technological mediation can significantly influence important decision-making outcomes, and that this influence is dependent on one’s cultural self-construal. Finally, we consider implications of our results and research insights to help frame future work in this critical, yet unexplored area.

MEDIATION, DISTANCE & DECISION-MAKING

We investigate the following research question about the impact of technological mediation on decision-making:

- How does technological mediation influence different types of distances and decisions?

Drawing from the literature in social psychology, decision science, CSCW and CMC, we elucidate three interconnected ways that mediating technologies increase distance between decision-makers and decision targets. We explain how this distance can influence the riskiness and dehumanization inherent in a decision context (Figure 1). We then consider how an individual’s self-construal could moderate technology’s influence on decision-making.

Among different qualities of decision outcomes, we first focus on risk preferences and the dehumanizing tendencies of decision-making. Risk preference, or a decision maker’s willingness to accept risk for a certain decision outcome, is a classic concept in decision science with relevance to many tasks and lines of work [46]. Dehumanization, the perception or representation of others as “animal-like” or “less human”, is a similarly important concept in the realm of social psychology. Dehumanization occurs when outgroup members are perceived as fundamentally different and even inferior to a perceIVER’s in-group [31].

Construal Level Distance

An event, person, or object is said to be psychologically distant when it is not present in one’s direct experience [45]. A framework grounded in psychological distance, construal-level theory suggests a decision maker’s distance from a decision target – whether it is spatial, temporal, or social – leads to a higher, more abstract construal level representation of the decision target (for a review, see [73]). Psychological distance research has shown that greater distance can influence many different facets of decision-making such as self-control, willpower, negotiation behavior, and ethical decision-making.

We posit that mediating technologies could increase the psychological distance of decision makers from remote decision targets. Geographical distance, inherent in working through technology with someone in a different place, can influence decision-makers to construe another person more abstractly. In fact, a study by Bradner and Mark demonstrated that increasing perceived distance of a collaborator decreased cooperation and trust [9]. In addition, mediating technologies reduce contextual information and social cues about the remote decision target [15], which in turn may lead to less concrete mental representations of a decision target.

Promotion Focus and Risk-Taking

If mediating technologies increase decision makers’ psychological distance from a remote decision target, they can influence decision-makers to make riskier decisions. Research has shown that psychological distance – either temporal [58] or social [59] – influences regulatory focus: a promotion focus that involves sensitivity to positive outcomes (i.e., a half-filled glass) or a prevention focus that involves sensitivity to negative outcomes (i.e., a half-empty glass).

Greater psychological distance elicits abstract representations of an event (such as a goal or desirability) whereas lesser distance elicits more concrete, task-specific representations (such as a method or feasibility). For example, in a study by Sagristano et al., people made riskier gambling decisions when gameplay was to take place two months later instead of at the time of the choice [66]. They explain that with greater temporal distance, the “desirability” (higher payoff) of the choice is highlighted over the “feasibility” (low probability) of the choice. According to construal-level theory, which suggests that temporal and spatial distance could work interchangeably, we posit that decision-makers may make a riskier treatment decision about the remote decision target when video conferencing, as compared to face-to-face.

Psychological Distance and Dehumanization

Increased psychological distance may also lead to dehumanized decision-making. Previous research suggests that people tend to dehumanize others when they have greater social distance, such as out-group members [32]. For example, Lammers demonstrated that people who imagined themselves in more powerful positions (e.g., senior surgeon) became less sensitive to others’ pain and recommended more painful and effective treatments, compared to those who imagined themselves in less
powerful positions (e.g., nurse) [42]. This research suggests that decision-makers may make a more dehumanizing decision via video conferencing, compared to face-to-face.

**Experiential Level Distance**

In addition to their influence on mental representations of the decision target, mediating technologies could also create experiential distance from a remote decision target – that is, how immersed and engaged decision makers are in the experience of communicating with another person. Previous research suggests that mediated communication is inherently less engaging, physically, cognitively, and emotionally than face-to-face communication [57]. The previous work in the following sections suggests that this increased experiential distance can elicit both more or less risky and dehumanizing decisions.

**Salience Change of Decision Attributes**

Mediating technologies can impact what attributes of a remote decision target become salient to decision-makers. In mediated communication, information that conveys social presence – social cues and non-verbal gestures – is significantly limited whereas the delivery of factual information is less impacted [12, 56]. This difference in information quality might make factual information more salient than social presence in mediated communication. Along with increased salience of factual information, reduced social presence may influence people to make riskier and more dehumanizing decisions for others.

Research on the role of affect in decision-making (e.g., Lowenstein’s “risk as feelings” [46]) suggests that risk preferences and tendencies towards loss aversion can depend on individual perceptions of risk. The relative salience of factual information in mediated communication may reduce the vividness of the decision target’s feeling toward the risk, thus eliciting a riskier decision. In the same way, people may put more weight on factual, quantitative information and put less weight on social considerations (such as pain that the decision target would experience) in mediated communication. In fact, it has been shown that people make more rational choices when making a decision for others as, when thinking about others, perceived risk can be less vivid than the feelings of risk evoked when making decisions for one’s self [37, 81].

We posit that in mediated communication, people will put more weight on factual, probability-based information and put less weight on social consideration, whereas when face-to-face, they will put similar weight on both risk neutrality and how their decision target would feel about the risk.

**Stress**

According to Porcelli [60], when people are under stress, they make more conservative betting choices for gains. Stress interferes with people’s rational, deliberate thought processes resulting in more intuitive and automatic thought processes that are susceptible to loss-aversion biases [38]. Previous research suggests that face-to-face communication can be more cognitively taxing [57], thereby increasing stress and leading people to minimize risk in their decisions.

---

**Figure 1. A conceptual model that shows how mediated communication may influence three types of distances, and in turn yield different types of risky and dehumanizing decisions.**
Reduced Illusion of Control
On the other hand, mediating technologies may lead to a less risky decision. Previous research suggests that people feel “the illusion of control” [43] over objects or events when they are co-located. Similarly, being co-located with another person is correlated with greater interpersonal control (e.g., greater persuasion and cooperation) compared to talking via voice or another medium [50]. This suggests that people may make a riskier choice when talking face-to-face than when video conferencing, as they feel that they have greater control over the co-located person or situation, and perceive the risky choice’s chance of success as higher. In fact, Goh et al.’s study shows that people gave higher bets on a physical roulette wheel when in the room with it compared to when they saw the wheel over video conference [25].

Relational Level Distance
The reduced bandwidth of mediating technologies may also decrease the relational connection that decision-makers feel towards the remote decision target. Previous research on CMC suggests that during their first encounter, people communicating face-to-face form more positive impressions about their conversational partners than those video conferencing [55, 23]. This reduced relational closeness could also influence the decision-maker to make a riskier and dehumanized decision about the decision target.

Reduced Accountability
Reduced closeness may influence decision makers to feel less accountable about their decisions. Previous research investigating decision making differences in a self-other paradigm suggests that people make less risky financial and monetary decisions for others, as they feel more responsible for the decision that they make [76, 63]. This suggests that a potential decrease in accountability can lead to riskier decisions.

Less Perspective Taking
Reduced closeness can also result in less effort in perspective taking [11]. That is, decision-makers may make a riskier decision as they base their decision on their own perspective (self) rather than their decision targets’ perspectives (others). Reduced relational closeness may also induce more mechanistic dehumanization (i.e., perceiving other people as devoid of the capability of feeling emotion), which can result in a more dehumanized decision.

Interdependent and Independent Self-Construals
We posit that whether mediated technologies increase distance may depend on an individual’s cultural self-construal, or the way they perceive and define their identity as interdependent or independent (Figure 2). People with more interdependent self-construals define themselves through their relationships with others, while people with independent self-construals define themselves through their individual achievements and personal attributes [10, 48]. Research on social cognition and psychology suggests that this self-construal influences cognitive and social information processing. People with interdependent self-construals are more sensitive to others’ emotions, social cues and social presence, and base their judgment both on these social cues and their internal states. On the other hand, people with independent self-construals are less sensitive to others’ emotion and put more weight on their internal states in making decisions [10, 48]. This suggests individuals with interdependent self-construal may be more sensitive to reduced social cues caused by technological mediation.

A growing body of research on cultural differences in the use of CMC also lends support for this prediction. For example, Wang, Fussell & Setlock found that Chinese participants, associated with highly interdependent self-construals, were significantly less engaged (i.e., made fewer attempts to understand the other) when using text-based chat when compared to face-to-face communication. However, American participants’ engagement did not differ across mediums [68]. There is evidence that people with interdependent self-construals rely more on contextual information during communication than people with independent self-construals [77].

No Increase in Distance with Technological Mediation
Despite the above-mentioned reasons why mediating technologies may increase decision makers’ distance from a decision target, recent mediating technologies with high communication bandwidth such as video-conferencing or telepresence robots may not influence distance from the decision target and qualities of decision-making. Even though the decision targets are geographically distant from the decision-makers, a high quality live video-feed of the decision target may create experiences realistic enough that decision-makers may feel like being there.

Most research on psychological distance has been conducted using textual scenarios (e.g., asking people to think about a person in the same city versus in a distant city). Recent research, however, suggests that an engaging experience can compensate for physical distance. In a study conducted by Ebert & Myvis, when a description of a temporally distant event was very engaging, the
engagement eliminated the effect of temporal distance, making people construe the story in a low-level, concrete way [20]. Similar phenomena may be at work when interacting through higher-bandwidth communication media, possibly cancelling out any psychological distance caused by differences in location.

In order to better understand these variables, we empirically investigate the impact of mediating technology on the decision makers’ distance from the decision targets, and its impact on the riskiness and dehumanization of their decision-making.

METHODS
To measure the impact of mediating technologies on decision-making, we conducted a between-subjects laboratory experiment where a participant was asked to give advice to another participant (confederate) on health issues. Participants were told that the aim of the study was to learn how people give advice to other people to inform the design of a virtual health advisor. The participants were randomly assigned to talk with another participant either face-to-face or through video conferencing (Figure 3). The experiment was approved by the Institutional Review Board in the university where this research was conducted.

Decision Tasks
In order to measure risk preferences and dehumanization, we adopted two medical decision-making tasks used in previous psychology and decision science research about the decision-making behaviors of lay people without medical expertise. One decision task involved a risky decision (deciding whether to add a medication with an 85% chance of success and 15% chance of failure) (see [62]) and the other involved a ‘tough’ decision with a pain-efficacy tradeoff (choosing between a painful, effective treatment and a painless, less effective treatment), as a lack of sensitivity to others’ emotions is one indicator of dehumanization (see [42]).

Both tasks were presented as hypothetical, textual scenarios in previous research, so we adopted them to be conversational and suitable for our confederate’s age. The confederate stated that she was encouraged to seek advice from others by their doctor and the experimenter emphasized that there were no right or wrong answers. The order of the tasks was counterbalanced. One confederate, an Indian American female in her early 20s, played the advisee role for all of the experiment’s sessions.

Scenario Text
Introduction Ok. I’ve been dealing with many health issues lately, and have some tough decisions I need to make. My doctor told me that there’s no right or wrong answer, so he recommended that I talk to many people for a second opinion. When I found about this study online, I thought that it would be a really good opportunity to do so. I was hoping you would give me some advice and help me make the decision. So I guess I’ll just get started.

Abdominal Treatment Choice (adapted from [62]) Last month, I was diagnosed with an abnormality in my abdominal wall, and my doctor told me that this will cause problems in the long run even though I don’t have any symptoms now. There are two different treatments available. The first treatment is painless but the abnormality has a chance of recurrence like 20-25%, so I may need another treatment if this happens. The second treatment is tougher and has almost 0 chance of recurrence, but the disadvantage is that anesthesia is impossible. So I would experience a lot of distress and pain. Which treatment would you recommend I choose?

Allergy Treatment Choice (adapted from [42]) Another question that I have is about a medication for my allergy. I developed a rare and serious allergy, which gave me painful headaches all the time. This made it really hard for me to study and sometimes I couldn’t even carry out daily tasks. I started a treatment last month, and it worked, so I can have a normal life again. With this treatment, I am expected to not have any symptoms for the next 5 to 10 years. What is unknown about this treatment is whether the same treatment would work again after this first one loses its effect after 5 to 10 years. This means that there might not be anything that I can do at that point, and I would experience the symptoms again. My doctor told me that there is a medication that can be added to my treatment, which has been shown to work overall, although sometimes it makes things worse. With this medication, there is an 85% chance that I will gain 2 more symptom-free years, and a 15% chance that I will lose 2 symptom-free years. What do you think? Should I take this medication or not?

Participants
We recruited participants who resided in an east coast American city. Participants were recruited through a participant recruitment website managed by the university and through flyers posted on campus and around the city. Starting with 74 participants, we omitted those who reported being suspicious about the other participant (confederate) during the debriefing session and who responded incorrectly to our attention check. This left 46 participants (M age = 29.8 years, SD = 8.8, 52% female).

Participants had diverse ethnicities: there were 18 Caucasians, 18 Asians, 6 African Americans, 1 Pacific Islander, and 3 with mixed ethnicities. Participants’ ethnicities and genders were equally distributed across categories of self-construal and conditions. 29 were native English speakers, and the remaining 17 non-native English speakers were fluent, having lived in the US for 10 years (SD = 16.9) on average. The participants reported using video conferencing once a month on average (M = 2.7, SD = 1.4; “Less than a month” = 2, “1-3 times a month” = 3).

Figure 3. Face-to-face condition (a) versus video conferencing condition (b).
Procedures
Participants were randomly assigned to either the face-to-face or video conferencing conditions. The procedure was adapted for each condition as described below to maintain realism.

Introduction and Cover Story
Following arrival at the lab space, participants were told that they were waiting on a second participant (the confederate) in order to enhance realism. In the face-to-face condition the other “participant” (the confederate) arrived in the lab a couple of minutes after the participant arrived. In the video conferencing condition, the experimenter called the confederate in front of the participant in order to “confirm their availability for participation.”

In the face-to-face condition, participants were then seated across from each other at a table. In the video conferencing condition participants were seated in front of a computer with active video conferencing software. In the latter condition, the confederate was seated in front of a backdrop made to look like a house or dormitory room, as opposed to an academic building (see Figure 3). Additionally, both webcams were angled to show the participants’ upper torsos.

After reviewing the consent form, participants were given a brief explanation of the study, expanding on the cover story of a “human conversation study.” Participants were told that the other participant was recruited from local medical community boards by soliciting those who wanted to get health advice from non-experts. They were told that both participants were there to help with the creation of a “virtual conversational system with collective intelligence” and that the experimenters were “collecting types of health issues that people will ask other people about and the types of advice that people give.”

Participants were then informed (or reminded, in the case of the confederate) of their roles in the experimental task. Real participants always took the role of advisor and the confederate was always the advisee. The experimenter explained that the advisee had been contacted prior to the experiment and told to “think about what they wanted to ask.” To further reinforce this cover story, the confederate took out notes and was reminded to review them and make sure their options were presented in a two-choice format.

Experimental Task
Participants were given a “decision sheet” to record their answers to the advisee’s questions and were told to note down several things: the advisee’s question, the two choices the advisee offered, which choice the participant recommended, and any notes or follow-up questions they had for the advisee. (It was explained to both the advisor and advisee that follow-up questions needed to be limited and that responses should be recorded on the decision sheet as the dialogues needed to be “structured” for computer simulation.)

After explanation of the task concluded, participants were reminded that their interaction would be recorded and that they had ten minutes to complete the task. Participants were then told to find the experimenter in the lab waiting room when they finished the task or if they had questions.

Survey and Debrief
Once participants finished conversing, the experimenter re-entered the room. The advisor and advisee were then asked to complete the survey portion of the study (see Measures). In the face-to-face condition, advisors completed the survey on a computer in the same lab space and advisees were told to follow the experimenter out of the room to another computer. In the video conferencing condition, advisees were told that a survey link would be emailed to them. Advisees then disconnected from the videoconference and advisors completed the survey on the same computer they had used for videoconferencing. After completing the survey, advisees were asked for their opinions on the confederate and study, debriefed about the study goal study and the use of confederate, and compensated.

Participants in both conditions filled out the same survey. The video conferencing condition had two questions about where they thought the other participant was located during the videoconference, and in which city they thought the other participant lived. The survey included questions that measured participants’ relational-level, experiential-level, and relational-level distances from the other participant (confederate), dehumanization of the other participant, individual differences, and demographics. One attention check was also included. All questions were presented using seven-point scales.

Interaction Recordings
We recorded participants’ conversation using a digital camcorder set up in the room in both conditions. Screen recording software was used to record video-conferencing.

Measures
We used both behavioral and subjective measures to evaluate the influence of technological mediation.

Risky and Dehumanizing Decisions
To measure riskiness and dehumanizing aspects of decisions, we calculated the percentage of the participants who recommended the risky treatment (i.e., adding the risky medication) and the percentage of the participants who recommended the dehumanizing treatment (i.e., effective but painful treatment). As a subjective measure of dehumanization, the survey asked participants to rate how well a set of adjectives would describe the other participant they interacted with. Eight adjectives (e.g., ambitious, jealous) were used to measure “dehumanization”, or the denial of “uniquely human” qualities to out-groups [32, 14]. An additional four adjectives (cold, superficial, responsive, and sensitive) were used to measure “mechanistic dehumanization”, the tendency to attribute cold, object-like characteristics to others [31].
We adopted three measures to assess participants’ construal level distance from their advisee, which have been commonly used in psychological distance research. People have been shown to describe another person more abstractly when they have greater psychological distance from them [22, 75]. Thus, four behavior identification questions from [22] asked participants to choose which activity description – abstract (e.g., getting organized) versus concrete (e.g., writing things down) – better described an imagined task being done by the advisee. Each abstract response was coded as 1 (versus 0), and responses were summed to calculate a score.

Greater psychological distance deemphasizes individual particularities and reinforces the belief that the individual will follow the average behavior of a group that the individual belongs to. Three questions adapted from Henderson et al. [34] asked participants to estimate the likelihood that their advisee will exhibit typical behaviors (e.g., “the likelihood that [the advisee] will spend more than 3.8 hours online when the average student spends 4.6 hours per day”), and the answers were averaged. Participants were also asked to describe the advisee. We analyzed the answers to count the prevalence of linguistic categories (such as the use of past tense, as well as more concrete and less tentative language) that suggest low-level construal using the LIWC software [71].

To check whether participants felt spatial distance with their advisee, we also asked how far the other participant seemed to the participant and how much geographical space there seemed to be between the participants and their advisee [34].

**Relational Level Distance**

We measured participants’ relational level distance from their advisee using constructs such as liking, closeness, similarity, enjoyment, empathy, and care. The survey included questions about how much participants liked, identified with, and felt close and similar to their advisee, and a self-other inclusion question [4]. We used a 5-item empathy scale from Batson [5] to measure how participants felt while interacting with their advisee ($\alpha=0.86$). We also asked how much they enjoyed the interaction overall. As a measure of care, we asked whether participants would share their email address with their advisees for a potential follow-up, and how willing they were to check on their advisee regarding the situation that she talked about.

We posited that relational level distance would influence how much the participants took the perspectives of their advisee and how accountable they felt about their advice. To this end, we included 2 items about perspective taking from [15] as well as a perceived accountability question.

**Experiential Level Distance**

To measure how engaged and immersed participants were in interacting with their advisee, we included four questions that assessed four aspects of engagement (e.g., “the interaction was very engaging”) [47].

We theorized that stress felt during the interaction and perceived control over the advisee could influence decision-making. Thus, we asked how tense or relaxed and how comfortable participants felt during the interaction. To measure perceived control, we also asked how much influence participants felt like they had on the opinion of their advisee, and how likely it was that their advisee would follow their advice.

To check whether any differences in decision-making were due to cognitive effort as opposed to distance, we asked participants how much they concentrated on their advisee, how much effort they put into evaluating their situation, and how important they thought the situation was to their advisee.

**Interdependent and Independent Self-Construal**

The survey also measured individual differences in self-construal. To measure cultural self-construal, we included three items from the interdependent self-representation scale (e.g., “My happiness depends very much on the happiness of those around me”; $\alpha=0.70$) and three items from independent self-representation scale (“I enjoy being unique and different from others in many ways”; $\alpha=0.76$) [10]. We performed a median split on the independent self-representation scale such that half of the participants were coded as having a high independent self-construal and the remaining half were coded as having a low independent self-construal.

**Individual Differences and Control Variables**

We used scales from the International Personality Item Pool [26] to measure extroversion ($\alpha=0.81$). We also included 5 items on dispositional empathy from Davis [15] in the survey (e.g., “I often have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me”; $\alpha=0.73$). Finally, we asked whether the participants had personally encountered any of the situations that their advisee discussed.

**Conversation and Eye-Gaze Analysis**

We transcribed participants’ speech to understand reasons the participants gave to support their treatment recommendations. The effectiveness and increased odds of success were given in support of risky and dehumanizing decisions. Less risky and dehumanizing decisions were supported with “wait and see” approaches. We also annotated video recordings using ELAN behavioral analysis software. Participants’ head direction and eye direction were marked to understand how much time they spent looking at the other participant, the decision form, and other places in the room.

**RESULTS**

To analyze the impact of mediating technologies on decisions and cultural self-construal, we built a multi-level regression model. We included dispositional empathy traits and participants’ presence of similar experience as control
variables since low empathy \((p = 0.05)\) and presence of similar experiences \((p = 0.1)\) was correlated with higher levels of risk taking.

**Effects of Mediation on Risky Decision Making**

There were no main effects of communication medium on decision-making. Self-construal had a significant main effect \((p = .03)\), and the interaction between self-construal and communication medium was also significant \((F(5, 36) = 3.2, p = .02, \text{interaction } p=0.03)\). Participants with interdependent self-construals were significantly more risky, with 100% recommending adding the risky medication when they consulted their advisee through video conferencing while only 66% recommended the risky medication face-to-face \((F(1, 31) = 4.8, p = .04)\) (Figure 4). Participants with independent self-construal did not make different recommendations when face-to-face versus video conferencing \((\text{Independent face-to-face} = 66\%, \text{Independent Video} = 47\%; F(1, 31) = 1, p = .3)\).

**Effects of Mediation on Dehumanizing Decision Making**

There were no main effects of communication medium or cultural self-construal on dehumanization, but the interaction effect was significant. Less than half of the participants with interdependent self-construal \((44\%)\) recommended the painful, effective treatment in face-to-face whereas most of them \((91\%)\) recommended the more dehumanizing painful, effective treatment in video conferencing \((F(1, 34) = 5.6, p = .02)\). Most participants with independent self-construals recommended the painful, but more effective treatment regardless of the communication medium \((\text{Independent Face-to-face} = 91\%, \text{Independent Video} = 84\%; F(1, 34) = 0.13, p = .7)\).

This difference in sensitivity to pain was not observed in dehumanization measures in the survey. While empathy strongly negatively correlated with all dehumanization measures, there were no difference in our measures of infrahumanization and mechanistic dehumanization.

**Effects of Technological Mediation on Distance**

The analysis of the survey measures suggests that the differences in the treatment choices of the participants with interdependent self-construals were driven by differences in experiential level distance.

**Construal Level Distance**

There were no effects of communication medium and cultural self-construal on the three measures of psychological distance in the survey: behavioral identification questions, predictability of behavior questions, and analysis of participant descriptions.

The analysis of perceived spatial distance questions suggests that technological mediation did not create substantial distance from the advisee. Participants in the video condition reported having equal geographical distance and feeling equally spatially close to their advisee as the participants in the face-to-face condition. As indicated in the survey responses, participants did not think that their advisee was far away as both were located in the same city. On the other hand, cultural self-construal had an impact on perceived spatial distance – participants with independent self-construal felt that there was less geographical distance \((\text{Independent } M = 3.5, \text{SE} = .26; \text{Interdependent } M = 4.3, \text{SE} = .3; \text{“A little space”} = 3, \text{“Some space”} = 4; F(1, 40) = 4.79, p = .03)\), consistent with cultural differences in relational level distance which will be reported in the later part of the paper. There was no interaction effect of the medium and culture.

**Experiential Level Distance**

There were no main effects of communication medium or cultural self-construal on participants’ engagement measures. However, there was a significant interaction between the two. Participants with interdependent self-construals reported less feelings and emotions for the advisee in video conferencing \((M = 5, \text{SE} = .43)\) than in face-to-face \((M = 6.48, \text{SE} = .5; F(1, 37) = 5.51, p = .02)\). Participants with independent self-construals reported similar feelings and emotions in both face-to-face \((M = 6, \text{SE} = .43)\) and videoconferencing \((M = 6.67, \text{SE} = .41)\).

This reduced social presence suggests that video conferencing attenuated the salience of social attributes of the decision for people with interdependent self-construals.

![Figure 4](image-url) Participants with interdependent self-construal recommended riskier treatments in videoconferencing than face-to-face (a) and recommended less painful treatments in face-to-face than in videoconferencing (b).
While participants felt that videoconferencing (M = 5.76, SE = .26) was marginally more relaxed than face-to-face (M = 5.18, SE = .29; F(1, 40) = 2.4, p = .1), and participants with independent self-construal felt the interaction was more comfortable (M = 6.3, SE = .24) than those with interdependent self-construal (M = 5.5, SE = .27; F(1, 40) = 5.7, p = .02), there was no interaction effect between the two. There were also no effects of communication medium or cultural self-construal on perceived control.

**Relational Level Distance**

There were no significant effects of communication medium and no interaction effect, but cultural self-construal had a significant main effect on most relational distance measures. Participants with independent self-construals were more likely to share their email address for a follow-up (Independent M = 1, SE = .06; Interdependent M = 0.8, SE = .07; F(1, 40) = 5.4, p = .03) and were marginally more willing to check on their advisee in the future (Independent M = 5.9, SE = .23; Interdependent M = 5.3, SE = .3; F(1, 40) = 3.2, p = .08). They also identified with (Independent M = 4.55, SE = .26; Interdependent M = 3.75, SE = .3; F(1, 40) = 4.2, p = .05) and liked their advisee more (Independent M = 5.57, SE = .2; Interdependent M = 4.9, SE = .23; F(1, 37) = 5.1, p = .03) and enjoyed the interaction marginally more (Independent M = 5.4, SE = .25; Interdependent M = 4.8, SE = 2.9; F(1, 40) = 2.75, p = .1). This result is consistent with previous research that suggests people with interdependent culture exhibit more hostile attitudes to out-group members and strangers [28].

Relational distance, however, did not influence how accountable they felt for their advice and how much they took the perspectives of their advisee. There were no significant main and interaction effects of communication medium or cultural self-construal on perceived accountability and perspective taking.

**Cognitive Effort**

Another factor that might have contributed to differences in people’s treatment choices may be that people put less effort in making decisions about the remote advisee, which would result in cursory decisions. However, survey responses do not support this idea. In fact, participants in the video conferencing condition (M = 5.91, SE = .13) reported putting significantly more effort into evaluating their advisee’s situation than those in the face to face condition (M = 5.51, SE = .15; F(1, 40) = 4.15, p = .05). This difference may be due to the fact that participants had more cognitive resources free for problem solving, as the interaction was more relaxed. The problem was also perceived to be marginally more important to the advisee over video conferencing (Face M = 5.92, SE = .2; Video M = 6.4, SE = .17; F(1, 37) = 3.49, p = .07), which may have influenced participants in the video-conferencing condition to put more effort. However, there were no main effects of cultural self-construal on cognitive effort and no interaction with medium.

**Gaze Behavior**

One reason why the participants with independent self-construal might have felt less emotion from the interaction might be the lack of gaze at their advisee. On average, participants interacted with their advisee for 7.7 minutes (SD = 2.3), looking at their advisee 55% of the time (SD = 17.8%) and looking at the decision form 43% of the time (SD = 18.3%). However, we found no significant differences in the percentage of time that participants spent looking at their advisee (either in person or on screen) or at their decision form, which suggests that the reduced engagement was not due to differences in gaze behavior.

**DISCUSSION**

This study examined the impact of mediating technologies and decision makers’ cultural self-construals on riskiness and dehumanization in decision-making. Results suggest that participants with interdependent self-construals were influenced by technological mediation, recommending riskier and more painful treatments when video conferencing. On the other hand, participants with independent self-construals were not influenced by the medium. Our survey results suggest that experiential-level distance in mediated communication contributes to these differences. In the following section, we revisit the framework presented at the beginning of this paper to consider explanations for our results.

**Effects of Mediation on Experiential Level Distance**

Our results are best explained by the salience change in decision attributes hypothesis, with its interaction with cultural self-construal. This hypothesis suggests that the reduced bandwidth of mediating technologies influences the relative weights given to social and factual attributes of decisions, and this process is dependent on cultural self-construal.

Consistent with research on the differences in social-cognitive processing styles and types of self-construal, participants with interdependent self-construals were sensitive to the reduced bandwidth of mediating technologies. Despite spending equal amounts of time looking at their advisees and reporting equal (compared to participants with independent self-construal in the video conferencing condition) or more (compared to participants in the face-to-face condition) amounts of effort in evaluating the advisee’s situation, participants with interdependent self-construals found interaction less engaging and perceived less emotion from their advisee when video conferencing. This suggests a decreased social and emotional presence of their advisee.

The attenuation of the advisee’s social presence in the video conferencing condition may have influenced participants with interdependent self-construals to put more weight on factual information rather than social attributes of the decision. This reasoning supports the pattern of increased risk and dehumanization in treatment decisions made over video conferencing.
On the other hand, people with independent self-construals were not sensitive to the reduced bandwidth of mediating technologies and put equal weights on both social and factual attributes of decisions. A lack of difference in relational distance suggests that this process may be subconscious, and not the result of a judgment (e.g., a conscious dislike of the advisee.)

This result suggests that mediating technologies can influence the mindset or orientation people have when approaching and assessing situations and problems, leading people to differentially engage in social or utilitarian decision processes [6, 13, 19].

No Changes in Stress & Perceived Control
In our study, technological mediation did not influence decision makers’ stress levels in interactions or perceived control of their decision target. This may be because our task involved low levels of stress and advice giving. Mediation may influence decisions differently in a higher-stress context because of associated stress-induced changes in perception and cognition. Results may vary in contexts involving physical objects, where illusion of control may be more of a factor.

No Effects of Mediation on Construal Level Distance
We did not observe any relationship between mediation and construal level distance between participants and their advisee. There are two possible explanations for this lack of relationship. First, as mentioned earlier, the vivid, interactive representation of a remote decision target in video conferencing may have overridden any changes in construal level distance, which occurs when people take an abstract view of their decision target.

Second, the location of our remote decision target may have been too close geographically to change construal level distance. Survey responses indicate that participants did not feel that they were farther away from their advisee in the video conferencing condition than in the face-to-face condition. We deliberately chose to tell our participants that the advisee was located in the same city as them in order to separate the effects of technological mediation from ones of spatial distance. On the other hand, most previous research on psychological distance has manipulated distance so that the decision target is in a distant location (e.g., a city 1,000 miles away), if not in another country. This suggests that, for a geographically distant decision target, the effects of distance may intensify as both experiential and conceptual level distance may be created. In other words, mediating technologies could lead decision makers to be more risk seeking and dehumanizing, regardless of decision makers’ self-construal.

No Effects of Mediation on Relational Level Distance
In our study, mediating technologies did not increase relational distance between participants and the advisee. This is seemingly contrary to previous research where video conferencing led to poorer impressions of another party [23, 55]. We believe this discrepancy could be due to differences in experimental tasks.

Tasks in previous research on impression formation were primarily social – either getting to know each other [55] or playing a game without performance evaluation [23] – whereas the task in our study was more utilitarian and goal-directed. This suggests that in decision tasks where social interaction plays a greater role, differences could be accentuated, depending on the medium through which the decision is made.

LIMITATIONS
Like any study, the present study has several limitations. This was a laboratory study with a confederate and structured conversations. This format allowed us to study people’s decision making in a systematic way with decision tasks used in previous research; however, further research in the real world, either with field studies or archival data is needed to examine whether the same bias occurs when people can converse freely. We also had a small set of participants, and the main effect of media may be present with a larger set of participants. Further research with a large-scale experiment or archival data analysis will shed more insights. Additionally, follow-up research should examine the effects of expertise. Expert knowledge and training may influence decision makers to behave differently, even if some experts like physicians are subject to cognitive and psychological biases in making treatment decisions [74]. Because we used a controlled experiment we investigated a limited set of variables. Our study only used one operationalization of risky and dehumanizing treatments, and did not explicitly evaluate the impact of other individual differences such as gender [17], race [3], or dyad demographics [80] that could have influenced the results. The influence of these and other individual differences are worth exploring in future research.

IMPLICATIONS
This study is one of the first that investigates how mediation influences decision making at a distance. It opens up new areas of research in CSCW and HCI, and offers implications for theory and future research.

Implications for Theory
Our study demonstrates that mediating technologies can influence people to make riskier and more dehumanizing decisions because they change the salience of decision attributes. This is particularly true for decision makers with interdependent self-construals. This finding contributes to the literature on CSCW, CMC, and intercultural studies.

The present study offers opportunities to expand existing theories of trust, awareness and collaboration in CSCW and CMC to new tasks and contexts. In our task, the relationship between two parties—decision maker and decision target—was asymmetric, involving different roles, statuses and levels of power. The majority of collaboration studies in CSCW investigate symmetric relationships. Our
results suggest that mediation may influence well-studied aspects of interaction in unexpected ways during asymmetric relationships. In particular decision makers may take social information into account less at a distance, and this may be true particularly for individuals with interdependent self-construals. As asymmetric relationships and interactions become more common we will need to update our existing theories of social outcomes such as trust development or awareness at a distance.

Our study offers initial evidence that mediating technologies may influence the mindset, schema or orientation that people bring to the table when making decisions. The mindset concept has been applied in CSCW in a limited way. Previous research has shown that mindsets or schemas have profound impacts on how people behave and interpret situations [1, 19].

Finally, this study provides evidence that culture can significantly influence the nature and effectiveness of mediated decision-making, adding to the growing literature on intercultural studies in CSCW and CMC. Additionally, our results highlight the importance of examining individual-level cultural differences, in addition to more commonly studied nationality-based cultural differences. Individual-level cultural differences offer a complementary analytic lens as previous research suggests that individual and nationality-based cultural differences are not always correlated.

Future Research Directions
Further research can untangle what aspects of reduced social cues influence the sensitivity of people with interdependent self-construal in their perception of social presence. Investigating other mediating technologies with varying communication bandwidth – such as text, voice, video, telepresence robots, and VR glass – can also help us unpack the impact of technology on risky and dehumanizing decision-making.

More broadly, the present research points to a critical, yet unexplored area of mediated decision-making on remote decision targets. Our study covers just one dimension, one task, and one stakeholder in this area. There are many other important decision dimensions such as liability, accountability, ethics, morality, as well as the effects of biases documented in the decision science and psychology literature. In addition to making decisions for others, people also enact or make judgments about remote objects, persons, and events through mediating technologies. Empirically investigating how mediation changes (or does not change) these decisions and actions is a very important line of research. We believe the frameworks explained in this paper can help devise hypotheses for these areas.

Another important line of research is the design of interventions that optimize mediated decision contexts for various problems and situations. For example, how can we design novel telepresence systems to elicit the right combination of weights on social versus factual attributes to yield an optimal decision outcome? Simply zooming in on the face of a remote person could increase their social presence for people with interdependent self-construals. On the other hand, presenting information about the decision (such as a medical chart or interaction history) next to a video conferencing screen may reinforce people to put more weight on factual information. Systematically investigating this design space is an important area for future research.

CONCLUSIONS
Mediating technologies support sharing and collaboration in many important sectors such as business, healthcare, policy, defense, education and manufacturing, removing decision makers from the person and event that they are making decisions about. Drawing from the literature on social psychology, decision-making, and CSCW, we provide an early theoretical framework that explains how distance created by mediating technologies can influence decision makers to make riskier or more dehumanizing decisions on remote decision targets. To test our model, we conducted a laboratory experiment where participants recommended risky and dehumanizing treatment decisions to an advisee, either face-to-face or via video conferencing. Results suggest that participants with interdependent self-construals made riskier and more painful treatment decisions when videoconferencing. They were less engaged and felt less emotion from their advisee, which may have influenced them to put more weight on factual, probability-based information while video conferencing. Our results begin to illuminate a critical, but unexplored research area of mediated decision-making. We hope that this research can inform future designs in order to improve decisions and decision outcomes.
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